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IBS Software, has been nominated for its
product iLogistics, an integrated end to
end logistics management system for
upstream oil and gas companies.

HOUSTON, TEXAS, USA, May 31, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- IBS Software, the
leading global logistics software provider
has been selected as one of the ‘Top 100
Logistics IT Provider’ for 2017, by New
York-based Inbound Logistics magazine.
IBS Software was nominated for its
product iLogistics, an integrated end to
end logistics management systems for
upstream oil and gas companies.  The
platform provides end to end visibility of
people and material movement and
optimized asset schedules via air
(commercial, charter and helicopter), sea
and land, enabling global oil & gas
companies achieve operational efficiencies and cost optimization while adhering to health, safety and
compliance requirements. 
Every April, Inbound Logistics editors recognize 100 global logistics IT companies that support and
enable logistics excellence. In 2017, the final shortlist was selected from a pool of more than 300
companies, using questionnaires, personal interviews, and other research. Editors seek to match
readers' fast-changing needs to the capabilities of those companies selected.  All companies selected
reflect leadership by answering Inbound Logistics readers' needs for scalability, simplicity, fast ROI,
and ease of implementation.
“IBS Software Services was selected because its solutions solve specific logistics challenges and
improve processes, and create a ripple effect of efficiencies across the entire value chain. Inbound
Logistics is proud to honor IBS Software for innovative solutions empowering logistics and supply
chain excellence in 2017” said Felecia Stratton, Editor, Inbound Logistics.
“This award reiterates the transformation that iLogistics has brought over the years to upstream
logistics operations, working with the leading global companies in the oil and gas industry. Our
strategy is to add value to our customers by investing in the product roadmap & innovation plug-ins
and utilizing the industry’s collaborative ecosystem to bring quick ROI. We will continue our efforts to
be the de-facto standard for supply chain and logistics across the energy sector, thereby establishing
global standards for safer and efficient people & material movement”, said Remasankar S, Head, Line
of Business - Oil and Gas Logistics SBU, IBS Software.

About Inbound Logistics
Since its inception in 1981, Inbound Logistics' educational mission is to illustrate the benefits of
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demand-driven logistics practices, give companies the knowledge to help them match the inbound
flow of materials to their demand, and align their business process to support that shift. Inbound
Logistics offers real-world examples and decision support to guide businesses to efficiently manage
logistics, reduce and speed inventory, and offset rising transport costs, supporting business scalability
across their value chain. More information about demand-driven logistics practices is available at
www.inboundlogistics.com

About IBS Software
IBS is a multi-national technology company, providing new-gen solutions that manage mission critical
operations of some of the best airlines, busiest airports, leading cruise lines, top oil & gas companies
and renowned travel distributors & hotel groups in the world. IBS’ systems help customers maximize
efficiency, improve revenue, manage growth, increase safety and reduce costs. IBS operates from
offices in the Americas, Europe, Japan, India, Australia and the Middle East.
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